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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sometimes crypto currency is called as Crypto-currency or crypto. It exists digitally or virtually and it may be in any form and 
uses cryptography to secure transactions. Like other currencies crypto currencies doesn’t have a centralized issuing or regulating power, 
but it uses decentralized record system of transaction and issue new forms of units. Cryptocurrency is digital transaction doesn’t depend 
on bank to verify or confirm. Cryptocurrency transactions can be done anywhere with a computer and even a mobile with internet 
connection  and purely digital records on an online database describing specific transactions. All the transaction of cryptocurrency 
moneys are recorded in a public ledger and stored in digital wallets. In 2008 Satoshi Nakamoto invented a decentralized digital cash 
system known, which is not controlled by anyone, this is the starting for the cryptocurrency. Thousands of Cryptocurrency are there at 
present some of the top known are Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and Ripple etc. 

 
The advantages of Cryptocurrency is that no fraud and scam can happen, it is 100% encrypted and  the main thing is that for 

transfer of payment no fee is  required, no paperwork required. On the other hand anyone can do illegal activities. 
  

II. OBJECTIVES  
1. First objective is to study about the advantages of cryptocurrency and how useful to the economy 
2. Second objective is to study about the disadvantages of cryptocurrency 

 
III. METHODOLOGY 

Being an explanatory research and considering the objectives it is based on the secondary data. The data was collected through 
various sources like newspapers, e-articles from different e-journals and from different websites. 

 
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bashar Ibrahim Hameed found that decentralized digital cryptocurrency and its inherent "block chain" technology have 
created a great deal of excitement in the technology community. The main benefit of this technology set in the fact that it enables the 
formation of secure, reliable and regionalized independent ecosystems for a variety of conditions, especially for better usage of heritage 
equipment, resources and infrastructure. As basic technologies with variable potential, block chain and Cryptocurrencies have found a 
wide variety of application setups in a variety of industries, from the primary technologies of data storing, encryption, and authentication 
to finance and managing asset. Thus, by inventing Block chain and Cryptocurrencies can be understood the vital and much needed extra 
component of the Internet which was missing in security and trust before. Cryptocurrencies and Block chain technology still has not got 
its development with a prediction of five years as new applications remain to be globally implemented. 
According to Elias Igwebuike Agbo and E. O Nwadialor Among the Cryptocurrencies Bitcoin is the first and best form of 
Cryptocurrency, is already gaining worldwide popularity as the closest alternative to the age-old central financial payment systems. 
Some jurisdictions have classified this category of virtual currencies and tokens as equivalent to taxable assets. The study notes that 
while the private sector has been enthusiastically promoting Cryptocurrency in many countries, their governments have generally been 
concerned about Cryptocurrency, reserved, and in some cases unacceptable. Their study looks at how it is possible for countries to 
ensure the coexistence between fiat currency and Cryptocurrency using a simple endogenous process.  
Peter D. DeVries in his article stated that Cryptocurrency, a converted, computing  network for facilitating digital barter. Among 
Cryptocurrencies Bitcoin is the first and best in paving the way as a change to a long standing and unchanged financial payment systems. 
Though Cryptocurrencies are not likely to replace traditional legal currency, they could change the way Internet-connected global 
markets. Cryptocurrencies can change digital trade markets as no charges are there in digital trades. According to the author 
Cryptocurrencies are in the beginning stage, and it is hard to see if they will ever find true place in the world markets. He states that in 
the future Cryptocurrency will hold a best place in the world currencies and Bitcoin will be the part in paving the way for development. 
Cryptocurrency will perform a small transactions and allow to bridge an economic gap that traditional state sponsored currencies would 
not do so, and needs a much deeper market and economic analysis to determine. Finally, he states that, Cryptocurrency is a product of 
using cryptography to create a digital property. 
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V. HISTORY OF CRYPTOCURRENCY  
In 1983, David Chowm developed eCash. Its purpose is to allow people to transfer money anonymously over the Internet. 

Although Cham founded Digicash in 1989, it actually started to show promise in the mid-90s. Based on the eCash concept, it entered 
into agreements with a number of smaller banks and financial firms, including Mark Twain Bank and Deutsche Bank. 

 
The term Cryptocurrency was officially coined in 1998, the same year Digicash went bankrupt. During this time, Wei Dai 

promoted B-money, as he promoted a decentralized-focused Cryptocurrency model. 
 

The economic crisis of 2008 shook the foundations of the financial industry. The value of traditional money fell at a time when 
public confidence in banks and financial institutions began to wane. During this time, Bitcoin became the only Cryptocurrency anyone 
had ever heard of. While it's not the only coin, Bitcoin is starting to pull crypto into the public lens. Satoshi Nakamoto, the creator's 
nickname is still unknown, issued Bitcoins. He tries to show that other currency timings are possible, allowing international and 
decentralized use without being dependent on any financial institution. To many, it seemed like a pipe dream at the time, but history 
will be good for Nakamoto. 

 
The first crypto exchange, New Liberty Standard, was founded. On this platform, users can buy/sell Bitcoins. It was the 

forerunner of modern platforms like Binance, Coinbase, and Kraken. Since there was no accurate Bitcoin valuation at the time, the NLS 
set the price by multiplying the average amount of electricity to run a high CPU computer by $1 USD above the average cost of electricity 
last year. When New Liberty Standard first launched Bitcoin, the US 1US$ traded was 1,309.03 Bitcoins. 

 
Until recently, mining was the only way to generate passive income with Crypto currencies. With half the reward and the need 

for more resources to generate coins effectively, it is no longer a viable option for people to earn Bitcoins. Trading or holding coins may 
have increased the portfolio but not generated an income. In October 2012, Coinbase Global, one of the most recognized exchanges in 
the world, was launched. The exchange was founded by Brian Armstrong and Fred Ehrsom and reached 1 million users in 2014. 

 
Dogecoin is the flagship of memecoin. Although it was originally made as a joke, it played a significant role in the history of 

crypto. Industries and business institutions are starting to invest huge in Cryptocurrencies. Ethereum is a major focus because its 
additional services and smart contracts can increase efficiency, speed, security and automation. Microsoft has launched a blockchain 
service that allows users to compile and deploy Ethereum contracts. 

 
In addition to issuing new coins in circulation, mining Bitcoin (and many other Cryptocurrencies) is critical to security. It 

validates and secures the blockchain, which allows Cryptocurrencies to operate as a peer-to-peer decentralized network without the need 
for other’s monitoring. And it inspires minerals to donate their computing power to the network. 

 
There are three main ways to earn Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies. You can buy them on exchanges like Coinbase, get them 

for payment for goods or services, or actually “mine” them. You may be thinking of trying to mine Bitcoin yourself. A decade ago, 
anyone with a good home computer could participate. 

 
But as Block chain evolves, so does the computing power required to maintain it. As a result, amateur Bitcoin mining is unlikely 

to be of any use to amateurs these days. Almost all mining is now carried out by specialized companies or groups pooling their resources. 
 
VI. CRYPTOCURRENCY AND ITS ADVANTAGES 

There is no such thing as cheating and fraud happen in investing money in Cryptocurrencies. Like other payment methods, such as 
internet banking, credit cards or gift cards, payment can never be reduced with Cryptocurrency. Payment always arrives to the recipient 
in seconds. Crypto currency cannot be manipulated because it is secure and digital. The payment you make will be 100% encrypted, no 
one will be able to verify your payment information and it will never be lost. So, this is the best method for anonymous payments. If 
you have Cryptocurrencies in your digital wallet, trust me, you have a large asset. You can easily give it to anyone without permission. 
You need another person's private key to transfer. There is no fee for the transfer of ownership, no hassle and no paperwork required. 
But if you compare it with other cases, such as the transfer of ownership or the closure of a bank account, you need to look at important 
documents and pay a commission or some fixed service charges. 

 
In Cryptocurrencies generally have no transaction fees but in the case of other traditional form of currencies we have to  pay 

fee for  the transactions. The reason is that there is a network called block chain which facilitates all transactions of the public. These 
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transactions are stored in the block chain and all the users can create, verify and execute transactions without anyone involvement. For 
Credit and debit card payments in traditional form of currencies it takes two to three days to process and collect but in Cryptocurrency 
transactions it takes about 10 minutes or less. As an added bonus, Cryptocurrencies transactions are final, consumers cannot charge fees 
and cannot refuse sales. There is more potential for the cryptocurrency to attract more customers wards it. 

 
Inflation depreciates the value of a currency but in case of Cryptocurrencies a fixed amount of coins will be  released, the 

amount of coin can be shown by source code as demand increases, its supply and value will increase, which will keep up with the market 
and prevent long-term inflation. Development of any currency depends on its Handling and regulating. Miners or Developers of 
cryptocurrency will store it in their hardware and charge fee for the transaction. For cryptocurrencies Confidentiality and security have 
always been an important concern and it is more secure than digital transactions. Cryptocurrency can be purchased by using other 
currencies such as the US dollar, European euro, pound sterling, Indian rupee or Japanese yen. With minimal transaction cost the any 
currency can be  converted to another by trading. 

 
The main benefit of cryptocurrencies is that they are basically decentralized. Many developers who control cryptocurrencies 

are the people/organization who own large amount of money which was  earned  before. Decentralization helps to maintain the free 
monopoly of the currency and control the fact that no one can determine the flow and value of the currency, that will maintain its stability 
and security unlike fiat currencies which are controlled by the management. The best advantage of cryptocurrencies is that it  is easy to 
send money abroad and the transaction fees paid by the user are reduced to insignificant or zero amount. This eliminates the need for 
others involvement in verifying  the  transaction and it  also excludes the need to pay added transaction fees. Cryptocurrencies have 
always been the best solution for transactions. Transactions in both international and local cryptocurrencies are lightning fast. Because 
the approval takes very little time as there are very few obstacles to overcome. 

 
VII. CRYPTOCURRENCY AND ITS DISADVANTAGES 

With the help of cryptocurrency, illegal payments and transactions can often be made. But no management / authority can ban it, 
because no one has the authority to do so. Governments and higher authorities can impose restrictions, but not ban them, of course, no 
cryptocurrency property or power is itself a threat. You cannot sue anyone in an unfavorable situation. You cannot protect yourself from 
losing your cryptocurrency due to a technical error in your wallet. No company controls this currency, so you cannot claim it. In case of 
problems, unfortunately, you cannot report them to anyone. Before choosing a wallet should check with its reliability and should be 
familiar with the current crypto policy of the country. The market cap of the cryptocurrency is very volatile. It is very difficult to predict 
the timing of changes in the value of a cryptocurrency. You cannot predict when values will increase or decrease. To do this, you need 
to be a good analyst and researcher and keep up to date with market news and cryptocurrency trends. When investing in crypto currencies, 
you need to be prepared for any situation. 

 
Cryptocurrency and Bitcoin value can change dramatically in the short term. 2018 Bitcoin hit $ 17,000 in January and dropped 

to $ 7,000 in less than a month. Although cryptocurrency user and transaction data is often stored in a public registry, names and locations 
are encrypted. This can be a problem when you follow customer identification or fraud protection rules. Cryptocurrencies occur digitally, 
and proof of ownership is often limited to the private keys used to authenticate transactions. So, cryptocurrencies are a major target for 
hackers, especially as many businesses do not know how to protect this new form of currency. 

 
In case of fraud no government or organisation is able to trace the  hacker because it is highly  confidential and secure even 

they cannot find their address or wallet data. In the past Bitcoin has been used to exchange money for many illegal transactions like 
buying drugs. Some also use cryptocurrencies to convert illegally obtained coins through a clean broker to hide their source. The 
developers wanted to create virtually untraceable source code, strong protection against hacking, and second-to-none authentication 
protocols. As a result, depositing in a cryptocurrency will be safer than physical cash or bank vaults. But if the user loses the private 
wallet key, there is no way to recover it. The wallet will remain locked with the number of coins it contains. As a result, the consumer 
will suffer a financial loss. Cryptocurrencies are known for their decentralized nature. However, the flow and volume of some coins in 
the market are still controlled by their developers and some organizations. These holders can manipulate the currency due to significant 
fluctuations in its price. Even highly traded currencies like Bitcoin, which was valued in 2017, are vulnerable to such manipulations.  

 
The operation of cryptocurrencies requires a lot of computing power and electricity, so it consumes a lot of energy. The biggest 

culprit is Bitcoin. Exploiting Bitcoin requires advanced computers and a lot of energy. This cannot be done on ordinary computers. The 
main Bitcoin miners are in countries like China that use coal to generate electricity. This has greatly increased China's carbon footprint. 
Although cryptocurrencies are very secure, the exchange is not so secure. Most exchanges store consumer wallet data in order to properly 
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trade their user IDs. Hackers can steal this data, giving them access to many accounts. Once accessed, these hackers can easily transfer 
funds from those accounts. Some exchanges, such as Bitfinex or Mt Gox, have been hacked in recent years, and Bitcoin has been stolen 
for thousands and millions of dollars. Most exchanges these days are very secure, but there is always a chance that they will be hacked. 
If there is a dispute between the parties involved or someone accidentally sends the funds to the wrong wallet address, the sender cannot 
recover the currency. Many people can draw money away from others. Because there is no refund, it is easy to create a business whose 
products or services have never been received. 

 
VIII. SUGGESTIONS: 
 The main drawback in crypto currency is it is not controlled by any authority or country which means that no one is responsible 

for anything that happens for the common people. In the countries involved in Cryptocurrencies many are developed and 
developing countries so they need some sort of protection and support for their benefit. So it should be controlled by an authorized 
body. 

 This currency depends totally on the technology, if any wrong or Faulty transfers happen or make some error while transferring 
the cryptocurrencies are not recoverable which means the digital money would be gone forever not recoverable.  

 This system of currency needs high knowledge about the computer and internet  which is very far to the common man in our 
country where majority of the population do not know to use a computer or internet, and need help to even with draw money 
from ATM 

 Though the current currencies can be transferred online digitally they can be encahsed  can be withdrawn and feel it physically 
where as in crypto the money can not be seen in any other form than digital. 

 
IX. CONCLUSION 

The Cryptocurrencies scenario today is in a nascent stage and nobody understands it fully and the governments are hesitating 
in accepting and even in great dilemma whether to allow or Ban it. This currency if allowed by the governments they might loose on 
tax and taxing Cryptocurrencies have not been thought of, it is even more surprise on what basis the Cryptocurrencies are valued like 
against gold or GDP or any other economic factors. The people who are benefitting from these types of NFTs are large corporates, High 
net worth individuals and few people who bought these Cryptocurrencies when they were cheap and those Computer techies who mine 
them which is beyond understanding by many, but these Cryptocurrencies are far from the common man understanding at present but 
considering the technology involved in this method in future many government may consider and develop their own cryptos to deal with 
the economic and commercial activities and full-fledged cryptocurrency can be envisaged when every individual becomes computer and 
internet savvy and use of the current cash and coins may become extinct like the old days coins which was replaced by current currency 
system as the nature’s way there is nothing permanent except change. 
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